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REPORT OF INVESTIGATION 

23-0008-I 

TITLE: Investigation of Vehicle Accident of Orleans Parish Communication District Director on 

May 7, 2023.  

 

LOCATION OF OCCURRENCE:  New Orleans, LA  
 

DATE OF OCCURRENCE: May 7, 2023 
 
INVESTIGATED BY:  Investigations Division 
 
VIOLATIONS:  

 

Louisiana Revised Statutes 14:132, “Injuring Public Records”1 

 Louisiana Revised Statutes 22: 1925, “Auto Insurance Fraud”2 

ACTION TAKEN: Referred to the Orleans Parish District Attorney for criminal prosecution. 
Referred to the Orleans Parish Communication District (OPCD) board for 
corrective action to ensure proper compliance, update, and adherence to 
OPCD policies.     

 

 

BASIS FOR INVESTIGATION 

This investigation was predicated on information received from anonymous complaints which 

reported the OPCD Executive Director, Tyrell Morris, was involved in a vehicle accident while 

operating an OPCD vehicle and that the accident was not properly reported in accordance with 

OPCD policies. Allegations later arose from local news reports that changes were made to the 

OPCD Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) Number 1.3.1, which required all OPCD employees 

involved in a vehicle accident with an OPCD vehicle to undergo drug and alcohol testing. Local 

media outlets also reported that changes were made to the SOP after the accident occurred. The 

alleged changes to the SOP included added language which lowered the standard required for 

drug and alcohol testing for OPCD employees involved in a vehicle accident while operating an 

 
1 See Exhibit 1, Louisiana Revised Statutes 14:132, Injuring Public Records. 
2 See Exhibit 2 Louisiana Revised Statutes 22: 1925, Auto Insurance Fraud. 
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OPCD vehicle by making such testing mandatory only for accidents involving personal injury 

rather than all accidents.   

BACKGROUND 

On Sunday May 7, 2023, at approximately 10:36 p.m., then Executive Director Tyrell Morris, 

OPCD, was involved in a vehicle accident at the intersection of 1-610 and Elysian Fields with 

another vehicle while operating an OPCD vehicle. A local news outlet, WDSU, aired several news 

stories concerning the incident and requested information about the accident from OPCD. On 

May 11, 2023, WDSU interviewed Morris telephonically and aired portions of that interview. 

Morris explained to WDSU that he was in an accident but that he was not impaired while driving.3 

As reported by WDSU, the news outlet received and reviewed the applicable OPCD policy for 

vehicle accidents involving OPCD employees. WDSU also reported that after their review of the 

metadata related to the OPCD policy, it appeared that Morris may have altered OPCD SOP 1.3.1 

which required employees involved in a vehicle accident submit to drug and alcohol testing to a 

lesser standard than previously published by OPCD. 

The City of New Orleans Office of Inspector General (OIG) initiated this investigation to determine 

if the allegations were valid and if audio and video recordings related to the automobile accident 

may possibly have been available to further substantiate or refute the allegations. 

EXTENT AND RESULTS OF INVESTIGATION 

On May 30, 2023, the OIG received audio recordings from OPCD related to the accident in 

question. The audio recording identified the person making the call to OPCD as “Comm 1”, which 

was later identified as the OPCD call sign for Tyrell Morris. In the recording, Comm 1 reported to 

the OPCD dispatcher that an accident occurred at I-610 and Elysian Fields under the bridge. 

Comm 1 requested a New Orleans Police Department (NOPD) 3rd District police unit. Comm 1 

further stated no injuries were reported and that two vehicles were involved in the accident. 

Comm 1 relayed the accident involved a Chevrolet Impala and a 2022 black Expedition and that 

the other driver was unlicensed. OPCD dispatch advised no unit was available but would try to 

get one to that location. After a few minutes elapsed, Comm 1 advised OPCD dispatch to “mark” 

the call as “NAT”. NAT is an acronym for Necessary Action Taken. Comm 1 advised the parties 

exchanged information. A transcript of the recording is an exhibit of this ROI.4  

On June 2, 2023, the OIG received documents from the OPCD related to the SOPs involving OPCD 

vehicles. The OPCD counsel provided OPCD SOP 1.3.1 dated May 14, 2019, titled “Agency 

 
3 See Exhibit 3, WDSU news article OPCD Executive Director under investigation for car accident, accusations of 
altering records dated June 27, 2023. 
4 See Exhibit 4, Transcript of OPCD call  
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Delegation of Authority”.5 Section IX of that SOP, Accident Procedures, Subsection (e) states “if 

injuries are reported, the operator of the OPCD vehicle(s) must take a drug and alcohol test as 

soon as possible. The Director of Human Resources should be contacted for the name and 

location of the testing facility.” OPCD counsel represented via electronic mail that the policy had 

not been updated since May 14, 2019. During this investigation it was determined that SOP 1.3.1. 

was erroneously named “Agency Delegation of Authority”, prior to this incident. This was the 

OPCD SOP for vehicle accidents involving OPCD employees. 

On June 5, 2023, William Robinson was identified by the OIG as the other driver involved in the 

accident with Morris. Robinson was telephonically interviewed regarding the accident by OIG 

Investigators.6 Robinson stated he was involved in an accident at Elysian Fields and I-610 and he 

was not at fault. Robinson said he did not have a valid driver’s license. He thought that the driver 

of the SUV that hit him was a Law Enforcement Officer. Robinson said he was in the right lane of 

traffic stopped at the traffic light.  Robinson said the SUV veered from the left lane into his lane, 

which was the right-hand lane of traffic. Robinson stated that the officer (Morris) did not see his 

vehicle. Robinson said that the officer did not seem impaired.  

On June 5, 2023, OIG Investigators drove by Robinson’s residence and located the vehicle 

involved in the accident parked in his driveway. OIG Investigators identified Robinson’s vehicle 

based on the license plate and damage to the driver’s side front quarter panel and bumper area. 

A photograph of the damage was taken from the public access road and appeared to be 

consistent with footage reviewed and the information provided by Robinson.7 

On June 13, 2023, video footage was received from the New Orleans Office of Homeland Security, 

Real Time Crime Center (RTCC) of the accident Morris was involved in on the night of May 7, 

2023. According to the footage, the accident occurred at I-610 and Elysian Fields Ave., in New 

Orleans at 10:36 p.m. The time of the accident footage correlated with that of the audio provided 

to the OIG from OPCD. 

On June 13, 2023, based upon information from a recent unrelated OIG audit of OPCD’s credit 

card usage, OIG Investigators requested and received documents from Richard CPA (Richard), a 

local auditing firm, particularly OPCD SOP 1.3.1. The copy of SOP 1.3.1 provided by Richard had 

the same date and title as the one provided by OPCD counsel on June 2, 2023.  However, the 

language in Section IX(e) differed and did not begin with, “if injuries are reported…”, as stated in 

the SOP provided after the date of the accident by the OPCD counsel.  The policy received from 

Richard stated:  

 
5 See Exhibit 5, May 4, 2019 SOP 1.3.1 Agency Delegation of Authority.  
6 See Exhibit 6, William Robinson MOI, dated June 5, 2023. 
7 See Exhibit 7, photograph of Robinson vehicle. 
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The operator of the OPCD vehicle(s) must take a drug and alcohol test as soon as possible. 

The Director of Human Resources should be contacted for the name and location of the 

testing facility.8  

The SOP provided to the OIG by Richard was furnished to Richard CPA by the OPCD. Richard 

telephonically indicated the document he had received from the OPCD was prior to the date of 

the accident. 

On June 27, 2023, the OIG received the computer and work cellular telephone of Tyrell Morris 

from the OPCD. The electronic records and files were downloaded and reviewed by the OIG. That 

review revealed that based on metadata, OPCD SOP 1.3.1 – Vehicle Policy determined was 

altered on May 11, 2023 at 12:44 p.m. by Tyrell Morris.9  

On July 5, 2023, the OIG received records from Volunteer Fireman’s Insurance Services, Inc. 

(VFIS), which is the insurance company of record for the OPCD. Records indicated that the 

accident occurred on May 7, 2023, and that Tyrell Morris was the driver. The report narrative 

provided by VFIS stated the other driver was at fault.10 Tyrell Morris reported to VFIS that the 

other driver’s vehicle did not have lights on and sideswiped the OPCD vehicle. A drawing 

depicting the accident appeared in the report showing the driver of the other vehicle passed to 

the right side of the OPCD vehicle driven by Morris. The other driver’s vehicle then struck the 

front right of the OPCD vehicle. The description states “Driver was stopped @light at intersection. 

Vehicle came from behind along right side of vehicle and clipped bumper.” This narrative conflicts 

with Robinson’s statement that the SUV driven by Morris veered from the left-hand lane into his 

lane, which was the right-hand lane of traffic. The accident form indicates the time of the accident 

was on May 7, 2023 at 10:40 p.m. at Elysian Fields and I-610.11 Photographs of the OPCD vehicle 

driven by Morris were also included and showed the damage to the vehicle on the front 

passenger side and bumper of the OPCD vehicle.12  The video obtained also contradicts the 

information filed regarding the accident filed by OPCD with its insurer.   

On July 6, 2023, Karl Fasold, IT Administrator, OPCD, was interviewed by OIG Investigators.13 

Fasold advised he was not in town when the accident occurred and learned about it when he 

returned. Fasold said it was when media requests came into the OPCD that he began to learn 

more about the incident. Fasold said other department heads had access to make changes inside 

of the OPCD server known as PowerDMS. He explained the file which contained SOP 1.3.1 in 

 
8 See Exhibit 8, Copy of SOP 1.3.1 dated May 14, 2019 received June 13, 2023 from Richard CPA’s. 
9 See Exhibit 9, Metadata results from Morris’ OPCD computer. 
10 See Exhibit 10, Insurance Claimant Notepad provided by VFIS. 
11 See Exhibit 11, Insurance Claimant Notepad Description of accident by VFIS. 
12 See Exhibit 12, Photographs of OPCD vehicle provided by VFIS. 
13 See Exhibit 13, MOI of Fasold dated July 6, 2023. 
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question was incorrectly named “Agency Delegation of Authority,” but it contained the vehicle 

policy. He recalled the SOP and that in the past, Morris had expressed interest in making changes 

and eliminating the portion of the policy requiring drug and alcohol testing in the instance of an 

accident. He said Morris wanted this due to a shortage of NOPD officers. Additionally, he wanted 

the specialized unit within NOPD that investigated NOPD vehicle accidents to conduct post-

accident investigations for the OPCD. Fasold said as an NOPD Reserve Police Officer, he was 

aware of the City policy requiring drug and alcohol testing when an accident occurred in a City 

vehicle and that Morris’s intention would have differed from the City policy. 

Fasold advised that Teresa Thompson, Director of Training and Compliance, OPCD, is now the 

only person with edit capabilities to OPCD policies. Fasold opined that the metadata, as reported 

by media outlets, was not irrefutable evidence that Morris changed the policy. He said more 

irrefutable evidence would be to view the audit log within PowerDMS for that particular file. 

On July 6, 2023, Casandra Robert, Senior Financial Analyst, OPCD, was interviewed by OIG 

Investigators.14 On May 8, 2023, after learning about the accident involving Morris, she was 

tasked by Morris with getting the vehicle repaired and filing the insurance claim. She said she 

created a folder that she kept in her locked file drawer within her office. Robert said that folder 

contained all of the relevant documents she gathered while processing the insurance claim. 

Robert said she first went into the PowerDMS system and printed a copy of the then existing SOP 

for her records on May 8, 2023. She said the other driver’s information involved in the accident 

was retrieved at her request by Morris’ driver, Ernest Gray. Robert was shown a drawing obtained 

from VFIS by the OIG which related to the accident. She said the copy of the drawing in her 

possession and the one she was being shown were the same drawing. Robert said the drawings 

do not correspond with the reports she had seen on television by news outlets. Robert stated 

Morris personally paid the deductible of $250.00 to the insurance company. She did not 

understand why Morris paid the deductible. OIG Investigators compared the SOP 1.3.1 received 

from Robert to the SOP 1.3.1 received from Richard CPA’s and determined they are identical.15  

On July 10, 2023, Teresa Thompson, Director of Training and Compliance, OPCD, was interviewed 

by OIG Investigators. 16  At the direction of Morris, Thompson sent an e-mail to the OPCD 

executive team on June 2, 2023. This email stated “effective immediately, policies are no longer 

to be edited and/or changed via PowerDMS. Moving forward, all policies will be uploaded to 

PowerDMS by me.” Thompson said effective that date, she was the sole person that would edit 

or load policies into PowerDMS for the OPCD. Thompson said she did not alter SOP 1.3.1 and that 

based on her knowledge of the system, only the author of the policy could alter its contents. 

 
14 See Exhibit 14, MOI of Robert dated July 6, 2023. 
15 See Exhibit 8, Copy of SOP 1.3.1 dated May 14, 2019 received from Robert 
16 See Exhibit 16, MOI of Thompson dated July 10, 2023. 
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Thompson said Morris would have been the author of the document based on her review of the 

system.   

On July 10, 2023, Wendy Ervin, Director of 9-1-1 Operations, OPCD, was interviewed by OIG 

Investigators related to the accident.17 Ervin said she was asked by Megan Clark, OPCD employee, 

to print an incident from the Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) system. It was at that time she saw 

on the incident sheet the notation of “Comm 1”, which Ervin knew to be the call sign of Morris. 

Ervin said she did not alter SOP 1.3.1 and was unaware of who may have done so. Ervin said she 

briefly asked Morris about the accident the day after the accident and was told by Morris that he 

was not injured. 

On July 12, 2023, Teresa Thompson, Director of Training and Compliance, OPCD, was re-

interviewed in regard to findings from a recent computer search requested by the OIG. 18 

Thompson said she went into PowerDMS to research the information requested by the OIG at 

her previous interview. During that search, she found that Morris had deleted the SOP in question 

on May 24, 2023, after it had been previously altered by Morris on May 11, 2023. Thompson 

provided the OIG with the printouts from PowerDMS showing the changes and deletion. 19 

Thompson said she took over the role as the sole user to edit the policies within PowerDMS on 

June 2, 2023. Thompson said she did not make any of the changes or deletions and wanted the 

OIG to see the information immediately.  

On July 13, 2023, Jared Brossett, former Director of Support Services, OPCD, was interviewed by 

OIG Investigators.20 Brossett learned about the accident from Casandra Robert. Brossett said 

Morris tasked his staff with obtaining quotes for the repair of the vehicle. He said Robert was the 

person responsible for obtaining the accident quotes and interacting with the insurance 

company. Brossett recalled Morris held a meeting, not long after the accident with Support 

Services unit of OPCD. In the meeting, Morris blamed the other driver for the accident and said 

there was a mole in the OPCD that reported the accident to the news media. Morris added that 

whoever the mole may be, he could not touch them due to whistleblower protections. Brossett 

said subsequent to the staff meeting, Morris requested the two of them meet. At that time, 

Morris told Brossett that he thought Brossett was the “mole” and that he asked Brossett to help 

make this go away. Brossett denied making any changes to the SOP in question and did not know 

who made those changes.   

On July 18, 2023, OIG Investigators traveled to the intersection of Elysian Fields and I-610, which 

was the location where the accident occurred. OIG Investigators took photographs of the 

 
17 See Exhibit 17, MOI of Ervin dated July 10, 2023. 
18 See Exhibit 18, MOI of Thompson dated July 12, 2023. 
19 See Exhibit 19, Printouts from OPCD PowerDMS system. 
20 See Exhibit 20, MOI of Brossett dated July 13, 2023. 
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intersection.21 The photographs of the intersection show that the vehicle that struck the OPCD 

vehicle could not have physically passed the OPCD vehicle on the right side since there is no road 

shoulder. In addition, a tree near the edge of the street blocks passage of a vehicle. In order to 

pass the OPCD vehicle, the other vehicle would have been required to travel on the grass of a 

yard next to the street. There is no designated right turn lane at that particular intersection. This 

information is in contradiction to the drawing depicting the accident provided to the insurance 

company by the OPCD and the statement of Robinson, the driver of the other vehicle. Video 

footage obtained from the RTCC also contradicts the claim in the drawing and the narrative 

provided to the insurance company by the OPCD.  

On July 19, 2023, Ernest Gray, Executive Assistant and Driver to Tyrell Morris, OPCD, was 

interviewed by OIG Investigators related to his job functions at OPCD and regarding the 

accident.22 Gray said he was hired as Tyrell Morris’ Executive Assistant/Driver in February 2023. 

He said when not driving for Morris, he worked in the records section of OPCD. Gray said he is 

POST (Police Officer Standards and Training) certified and authorized to carry a firearm while 

driving for Morris. He said the day after the accident in question, he was asked by Casandra 

Robert to retrieve some items from the wrecked vehicle at Morris’ residence. He said the items 

were notes about the other driver involved in the accident with Morris. Gray related that he was 

on a group text the night of the accident with Morris and Dayton Gibson, Facilities Manager, 

OPCD. The text was from Morris stating he was involved in an accident. Gray recalled asking if 

Morris was injured. He said Morris replied that he was not injured and that Gray believed they 

would handle the matter the next day. Gray said he and Gibson looked at the vehicle at Morris’ 

residence the next day and determined it should not be driven. They provided all information to 

Robert as they proceeded in having it towed and making sure repair locations were identified.  

On July 19, 2023, Dayton Gibson, Facilities Manager, OPCD, was interviewed by OIG Investigators 

related to his knowledge of the accident.23 Gibson said he was contacted by Morris via text the 

night of the accident. The text indicated Morris had been in an accident and that he was not 

injured. Gibson went to work the next day, then went to Morris’ residence to see if the vehicle 

could be driven. He determined it could not be driven and had a tow truck bring the vehicle to 

the OPCD. Gibson coordinated through Robert in getting the vehicle into a repair shop. Gibson 

advised all financial information and insurance information went through Robert. He did not have 

any particular conversation with Morris about the accident as Morris went on official travel the 

day after the accident. 

 
21 See Exhibit 21, MOI of I-610 and Elysian Fields Intersection dated July 18, 2023. 
22 See Exhibit 22, MOI of Gray dated July 19, 2023. 
23 See Exhibit 23, MOI of Gibson dated July 19. 2023. 
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On August 2, 2023, OIG Investigators re-interviewed William Robinson regarding the accident.24 

Robinson explained he was in the right-hand lane at the red light located at I-610 and Elysian 

Fields. He intended to proceed straight when the light turned green. When the light turned green, 

the vehicle in the middle lane made a right-hand turn, striking his vehicle. He explained he 

thought the person who hit his vehicle was a police officer because the other driver turned on 

his vehicle’s emergency lights. Robinson did not have a valid driver’s license nor did he have 

insurance at the time of the accident and thought he would be arrested because he lacked proper 

driving credentials or insurance. The driver of the other vehicle, who was Morris, questioned 

Robinson and learned that he was uninsured and driving without a valid driver’s license. At this 

point, Morris told Robinson, “If I call another cop, you’re going to jail”. Morris gave Robinson his 

insurance information and told him, if Robinson left, there would be no need for the police to 

send a responding car. Robinson took the note and left. Robinson provided the note Morris gave 

him to OIG Investigators. This note has Morris’s name, phone number, and insurance 

information.25 

On August 9, 2023, OIG Investigators interviewed Taylor Green, Emergency Communications 

Specialist II, OPCD, regarding her knowledge of events surrounding the night of the accident.26 

Green said she was at a local bar the night of the accident and by chance saw Morris. It was 

Morris’ birthday and they interacted. She saw Morris order a drink at the bar, but did not know 

how many he may have had to drink. Green said another OPCD employee, she identified as 

Ernest, who was Morris’ driver, was also present. Green estimated they were at the bar for about 

sixty to ninety minutes. Green drove separately from Morris but recalled going outside to a food 

truck in the parking lot to eat. Green, Morris, and Ernest all ordered food and they all ate in her 

vehicle. After they ate, she departed in her vehicle. Green was unaware if Morris and his driver 

remained at the bar or went elsewhere. She did not know what vehicle either was driving or how 

they got to the bar.  

OIG Investigators attempted on numerous times to interview Morris, but on September 18, 2023, 

Morris’ legal counsel informed the OIG General Counsel that Morris wished to assert his 5th 

Amendment privilege against self-incrimination and declined to be interviewed.   

CONCLUSIONS 

On May 7, 2023, then Executive Director Tyrell Morris, OPCD, was involved in a vehicle accident 

while operating an OPCD vehicle. Based on the OIG’s review of computer metadata, PowerDMS 

data, and witness interviews, Morris may have altered and then deleted SOP 1.3.1. The unaltered 

 
24 See Exhibit 24, MOI of Robinson dated August 2, 2023. 
25 See Exhibit 25, Note provided to OIG from Robinson by Morris at accident scene. 
26 See Exhibit 26, MOI of Green dated August 9, 2023. 
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SOP required Morris to submit to a drug and alcohol testing since he was operating an OPCD 

vehicle at the time of the accident.  Morris’ actions may be in violation of LA Revised Statutes 

14:132 Injuring Public Records which states “First degree injuring of public records is the 

intentional removal, mutilation, destruction, alteration, falsification, or concealment of any 

record, document, or other thing, filed or deposited, by authority of law, in any public office or 

with any public officer.”27  

Based on the review of video footage, audio recording of the accident, internal OPCD documents, 

insurance documents, and witness interviews, it appears that Morris filed a false insurance claim. 

Morris reported that the driver of the second vehicle did not have lights on and had sideswiped 

the OPCD vehicle Morris was driving from the right-hand side. Based on the aforementioned 

documents obtained from the insurance company, this account does not appear to be accurate 

and may be in violation of LA Revised Statutes 22: 1925, which makes it a felony offense to 

knowingly and with intent to defraud present to an insurer materially false information in support 

or defense of an insurance claim.   

OPCD should review all of its policies to determine if they require updating and or revision. OPCD 

should implement employee controls on its policies and should update the titles accordingly. SOP 

1.3.1 was erroneously titled and appears to have been altered by the former OPCD Executive 

Director. The OPCD should establish a review process for policies to ensure they are properly 

titled and have not been revised without the proper approval process.  Further, the OPCD policies 

regarding vehicle accidents should closely mirror the City Accident Policy for vehicles, which is a 

well-established protocol.28  

 

 

 
Edward Michel, CIG 

Inspector General 

City of New Orleans 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
27 See Exhibit 27, Louisiana Revised Statute §14:132, Injuring Public Records. 
28 See Exhibit 28, No-5-(R) Attachment -B-City Accident Procedure 
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EXHIBITS ATTACHED 

Exhibit 1:  Copy of Louisiana Revised Statute 14:132 Injuring Public Records. 

Exhibit 2:  Copy of Louisiana Revised Statute 22: 1925 Auto Insurance Fraud. 

Exhibit 3:  WDSU news article OPCD executive director under investigation for car accident, 

accusations of altering records dated June 27, 2023. 

Exhibit 4:  Transcript of OPCD phone call. 

Exhibit 5:  May 4, 2019 SOP 1.3.1 Subject: Agency Delegation of Authority.  

Exhibit 6:  William Robinson MOI, dated June 5, 2023. 

Exhibit 7:  Photocopy photograph of Robinson vehicle. 

Exhibit 8:  Copy of SOP 1.3.1 dated May 14, 2019 received June 13, 2023 from Richard CPA’s. 

Exhibit 9:  Photocopy of Metadata results from Morris’ OPCD computer. 

Exhibit 10:  Insurance narrative provided by VFIS. 

Exhibit 11:  Description of accident by VFIS. 

Exhibit 12:  Photographs of OPCD vehicle provided by VFIS. 

Exhibit 13:  Karl Fasold MOI dated July 10, 2023. 

Exhibit 14:  Casandra Robert MOI, dated July 10, 2023. 

Exhibit 15:  Exhibit 8, Copy of SOP 1.3.1 dated May 14, 2019 received from Robert. 

Exhibit 16:  Theresa Thompson MOI, dated July 10, 2023. 

Exhibit 17:  Wendy Ervin MOI, dated July 10, 2023. 

Exhibit 18:  Theresa Thompson MOI, July 12, 2023. 

Exhibit 19:  Printouts from OPCD PowerDMS system. 

Exhibit 20:  Jared Brossett MOI, dated July 13, 2023. 

Exhibit 21:  Photographs of I-610 and Elysian Fields intersection. 

Exhibit 22:  Ernest Gray MOI, dated July 19, 2023. 
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Exhibit 23:  Dayton Gibson MOI, dated July 19, 2023. 

Exhibit 24:  William Robinson MOI, dated August 2, 2023. 

Exhibit 25:  Note provided to OIG from Robinson by Morris at accident scene. 

Exhibit 26:  Taylor Green MOI, dated August 9, 2023. 

Exhibit 27:  Copy of Louisiana Revised Statute §14:132 Injuring Public Records. 

Exhibit 28:  Copy of City Accident Procedure No. 5(R) Attachment B. 
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